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Into the Sewer 

Jason Constantine Ford 

 

Miranda set up her art equipment with a certain fear that her own artistic capability would 
somehow merge with certain forces of evil that were afflicting her native land. The stark contrast 
between the darkness and gloom of the sewer and the perfect position of her canvas on its’ stand 
made Miranda feel as though she were assigned with the duty presenting an outward expression 
of her country’s misfortune. Ever since the conditions of drought surrounding Port-au-Prince 
became bleak one month ago, the levels of water entering the sewer were far lower than they 
were in any time during the city’s history. It was as if a curse were falling on a city renowned for 
its history of voodoo practices. The floor of each tunnel was perfectly dry while the water which 
flowed in the conduits on each side seemed to Miranda like an unknown presence of evil 
surrounding her. She thought about relating her feelings to Etienne for a few seconds but decided 
to keep everything to herself. Despite her reservations about evil forces, Miranda was committed 
to her purpose for coming to the sewer. She needed the experience of painting living rats to 
improve her artistic approach to painting objects in darkness. Before Miranda and Etienne 
arrived at the sewer, Etienne assured her that they would be able to find rats that she would be 
able to draw and paint. Ever since their arrival, a quarter of an hour ago, not a single rat was 
seen. As Miranda took her small cylindrical containers of ochre from her cargo pants and mixed 
them with water to form different colors, she lacked the enthusiasm to hold her brush with her 
usual level of confidence.  

“I can’t see them coming. I don’t think they’ll come.” She complained. 

“Be patient. They’ll eventually make it here. I’ve been here many times before. When they 
come, they come in groups.” 

“Do you know of anything that could entice them to come to us?” 

“Food, they love the smell of food.” 

“I don’t have any food but I’ve got something else.” 

“What’s that?” 

“Perfume.”  

Miranda took out some perfume from her bag and walked to the edge of the tunnel where she 
poured half a bottle of perfume on the ground. In a matter of minutes, a large of group of rats 
which would have been more than forty in total arrived where the perfume had been spilt. They 
simply stood there and stared at Etienne and Miranda. Etienne put his fore finger to his lips to 
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remind Miranda that neither of them should talk. Before arriving at the sewer, Etienne warned 
Miranda that the rats do not respond to silence but have a tendency to respond aggressively to 
sounds which they do not like. They previously made an agreement between each other that 
Miranda would paint the rats and then the both of them would leave immediately after the job 
was done. Miranda began to draw the rats. The solitary lamp which stood beside her equipment 
was strong enough to emit a variety of reflections of light from the eyes of rats whose gaze was 
solely directed to the humans in their company.  

As Miranda mixed the various colors together on her palette, she was fascinated by the stillness 
of the rats. This stillness enabled her to replicate their external forms on her canvas to as close a 
resemblance to their real forms as was possible in the drawing phase. After the drawings were 
complete, the painting phase seemed to be so effortless as the bodies of the rats blended well 
with their dark environment. When it was time for her to do their eyes, she seemed to hold back. 
In those eyes, she could see something evil that excelled her comprehension. She made a mistake 
in the tone of the eyes of one of the rats and threw her brush to the ground in frustration. The rats 
began moving towards Etienne and Miranda. Etienne responded by taking out a charm in the 
form of a miniature mummy from his pocket and holding it out towards the rats who returned to 
perfect stillness. 

“We had an agreement that you wouldn’t make any unpleasant noises.” Etienne complained. 

“I didn’t know what I was doing. What’s that object you’ve got? How did you stop the rats with 
it?” 

“You ask too many questions.” 

“I’ve got a right to know. I saw what happened.” 

“It’s a charm.” 

“There’s more to it than that. Rats don’t suddenly change their behavior for nothing.” 

“I’ll explain this to you another day. Follow me, there’s something I want to show you.” 

“What about the rats?” 

“They won’t do anything while my charm is here.” 

Etienne picked up the solitary lamp that illuminated the tunnel and began walking. Miranda 
followed Etienne to the edge of the tunnel as she kept a close eye on the rats. The glow in their 
eyes continued to make her feel uncomfortable. They turned into a passage way to their left to 
discover a coffin that was left in a standing position.  Its’ lid had the image of a yellow skull with 
a circle around it. Upon reaching the coffin, Miranda was frozen, unwilling to proceed any 
further. Etienne walked right up to the coffin and opened it up. It was empty. He turned around 
and looked back at Miranda. 
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“There’s nothing to be afraid of. The coffin won’t do you any harm.” 

“Why did you take me here?” 

“I need to show you a magical trick.” 

Etienne entered the coffin and closed the door. There was complete silence. Miranda took a look 
around her wondering if the rats would return. They were nowhere in sight. Despite their 
absence, memories of the glow in their eyes still made her feel ill at ease. She reached out to 
open the coffin but felt an invisible force which prevented her from touching its’ handle. 
Miranda was even more confused than before as she felt herself to be trapped between an 
invisible force that she could not understand and the threat of rats hidden in the darkness. She 
was about to call out to Etienne when he opened the door of the coffin. He was holding two 
charms with one in each hand. In his left hand, he held a circle shaped charm, while holding 
another charm that was shaped like a square in his right hand. He gave the square shaped charm 
to Miranda. 

“I’ll be giving you a demonstration on how to deal with these rats.” 

“Forget about it. We need to leave. I’ve had enough of this.” 

“Are you going to leave your equipment behind?” 

“We can get them another time.” 

“What if the rats destroy them?” 

“O.K., I give in.” 

“I’ve only got one piece of advice to give you. Don’t let go of the charm. As long as you hold it, 
they won’t attack you.” 

Etienne and Miranda returned to where Miranda’s art equipment was placed. Although the rats 
were around the equipment, they did not interfere with any of it. Etienne looked at the rats as he 
held out the charm to them. He moved the charm around in a small circular anti clockwise 
motion. He took one step to his side and swung his right hand to his right side. The rats 
responded by congregating to Etienne’s right side. They were perfectly still as they gazed at him 
in a submissive manner. Without warning, Etienne held the charm above his head and quickly 
flicked his wrist to the direction behind him. The rats immediately ran away in the direction that 
was indicated to them.  

The next day was a great disappointment for Etienne and Miranda as their classes at Delacroix 
Art School of the University of Port-au-Prince were cancelled due to an unfortunate 
circumstance. An email was sent to them and all the other students that Professor Zola, the main 
lecturer and coordinator was missing. The email also informed them that if the professor was not 
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back by the end of the week, a relief lecturer would be found to take his place. The only thing 
they knew about the situation regarding the Professor was that the police were conducting an 
investigation to find him and had not yet found any leads. Despite the cancellation of classes, the 
art school was still open to Professor Zola’s students with Etienne and Miranda deciding to make 
their way there. Entering the school with special keys allotted to them, they noticed that nobody 
else was present. After reaching her own studio, Miranda was very keen to resume her work 
from the previous week but the impetus to continue on with her high standard of art was lacking.  

“I’m not with it at all.” She said. 

“The Professor’s disappearance must be taking a toll on you.” 

“Yes, he was my guiding hand. Without him, I’m not the same. I hope he’s still alive.” 

“So do I. Don’t let this get you down. Who knows what might happen? He could still be alive.” 

“I don’t want to say it but I can’t see any good coming out of this.”  

“There’s an investigation going on. You’re aware of this, aren’t you?” 

“I don’t have any faith in the police.” 

“You shouldn’t think that way. We’re only in the early stages of an investigation.” 

“I’ll be doing my own investigation.” 

“How can you do an investigation? You’re not qualified in any of this.” 

“I’ve got the qualification of a good heart. I’m going to do whatever I can to find the culprits 
responsible for his disappearance.” 

“How could you possibly find the culprits?” 

“I’ll do research into the history of the Professor and try to find out any doggy people who were 
involved with him.” 

“What if you find over a hundred doggy names? The culprits could be anyone.” 

“I’m not giving up.” The look of determination on Miranda’s face made it evident to Etienne that 
she was not backing away from her words. Miranda took out her lap top and switched it on with 
her Wi Fi system enabled. She opened a program called Data Hacker. “You’re the one who’s an 
expert at hacking into databases. I need you to hack the university’s database and access all the 
information which relates to the Professor.” 

“No problem.” 
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Etienne opened the section of Data Hacker which related to frequencies to discover that the art 
school’s database was protected by a security system using ionic frequencies no stronger than 
fifteen thousand melatrons. In the space of a few minutes, Etienne was able to create a cyber bug 
with disruptive sound waves that would be strong enough to break through the database’s 
security system. Releasing the bug, Etienne was able to track its’ progress. For a few seconds, 
the bug was able to temporarily paralyze the security system and then enter into the database. 
Etienne inserted an order for the bug to find all the files which related to Professor Zola. It 
quickly responded with several hundred pages of data. Etienne did a search with the word 
‘enemies’ and did not find anything. 

“It looks like we’ve reached a dead end.” 

“Don’t say that, you’re giving up on the Professor.” 

“How can we possibly find him if we’ve got no idea of who his enemies were?” 

“We’ve just got to keep on searching until we find something.” 

“We’re got nothing to find. We’ve reached a dead end.” 

“If you’re giving up, I won’t be giving up. Tonight, I’ll be reading through those pages.” 

Later that night, Miranda read through all of the several hundred pages from Professor Zola’s 
section of the database to discover that he was ordained a voodoo priest of the Order of Aristae 
in the year 1996. She did research on the internet regarding this order and made several 
discoveries. One of the discoveries was that the order’s main symbol was a yellow skull with a 
circle around it. Memories of the coffin she saw in the sewer returned to her. That coffin’s lid 
used the same symbol as the order of Aristae. Another discovery was that members of the order 
were required to never write or print out the names of their enemies, with a belief that the 
magical arts were more powerful against them, if their names were not written down. Miranda 
also discovered that the order was based in Gonaives.  

On the following day, Miranda drove to Gonaives and was ready to attend a voodoo ceremony of 
the Order of Aristae at its main temple known as Aristae Temple. Before going on the trip, she 
attempted to persuade Etienne to come with her but he simply responded by telling her that she 
was wasting her time with an investigation that was destined to lead to nothing. Miranda made a 
firm resolve not to let Etienne’s negative attitude affect her commitment to finding out the truth. 
Passing through the entrance gates of Aristae Temple, Miranda noticed a large sign in the car 
park. It contained the image of a large triangle with the levels within it distinguished by different 
colors. She parked her car in the first available bay that was close to the sign. As she left her car, 
she took a closer look at the triangle image. The top level was gold, the next one was silver, 
followed by a bronze level and then a grey level at the bottom. The top two levels were quite 
small while the bronze level comprised about eighty per cent of the triangle and the grey level 
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was reduced to being a thin layer. Below the triangle, was a listing of the times for the various 
ceremonies at the temple. The first ceremony of the day was listed as half past ten. Miranda 
looked at her watch and realized that the ceremony would be staring soon. 

Entering the temple, she did not pay attention to the others who were seated nor did they gaze at 
her as silence prevailed. She took a look at the altar. The presence of numerous skulls and dolls 
that were set up on it made Miranda feel uncomfortable. The only source of light was from a set 
of five lamps at the altar and a single chandelier hanging from the ceiling. Each member of the 
congregation was holding a book while Miranda was the only one who did not have one. Upon 
the priest’s entrance into the temple, the congregation stood up. The priest was wearing black 
vestments with a black hood over his head. Miranda tried to observe as much detail about the 
priest as she could and noticed an image of a yellow skull with a circle around it at the back of 
his hood.  The priest climbed up several steps and reached the altar with a book which he opened 
up. He took out a wand and started chanting in a dialect that Miranda could not understand. As 
he was chanting, Miranda became aware of a woman among the congregation whose hands were 
trembling. Being aware that Miranda recognized her condition, the woman immediately hid her 
hands in a mantle that covered her body. Miranda returned her attention to the priest who was 
now in possession of a multi colored stick.   

He slowly raised it in the air several times before striking it down on the ground. Everyone was 
expressionless except that woman. She was crying. The rest of the ritual consisted of various 
incantations to the spirits represented by the skulls and dolls upon the altar.  After the ceremony 
was over, that woman was the first to leave without saying anything to anyone else. From the car 
park, Miranda followed the woman’s car from a distance until reaching the outskirts of a cottage. 
After the woman was gone from sight inside her home, Miranda opened her letter box and took a 
look inside. There was an envelope in it. The envelope was addressed to a woman called Carmen 
Porte. Miranda looked at the other side of the envelope and saw that the sender was Jean 
Hollandaise, the High Priest of the Order of Aristae. Miranda took the envelope into her car and 
took out a letter which she read. 

Dear Carmen, 
 
I must sadly inform you that your demotion within the Order of 
Aristae must continue for another three months. My secretary has 
continually informed me of your poor performance in cleaning the 
cottage of my postulants. Her report outlined the numerous times 
in which officials of our order were subject to the inconvenience of 
eating at tables that were not properly cleaned to a professional 
standard. Your current level of performance is a stain to our Order.  
 
In these three months, I am giving you the opportunity to raise 
your work ethic to the standards that are required of me. I am 
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warning you that if your performance does not improve, the duty 
of cleaning the cottage shall be removed from you and given to 
another person. Please remember all the advice which I have given 
to you before and realize that I am still imposing restrictions on 
you for your own benefit. The requirement that you do not attend 
the Wednesday night rituals is still binding. I wish you the best in 
your performance for these next three months with the expectation 
that you will return to the standard ranks within the Order of 
Aristae. Please remember the soul of your son. He is not happy 
with your performance. If you want to perform your duties well, do 
them for him. 
 
 
Yours Sincerely, 
 
Jean Hollandaise 

 

Miranda put the letter back in the envelope and back into the letter box before driving away. She 
felt a strong sense of guilt regarding her intrusion into the correspondence between two people 
but a profound desire to find clues to the whereabouts of Professor Zola was overriding her own 
personal morals. The uncertainty of not knowing where he could be was pushing her to a stage 
where she no longer had a sense of guilt regarding attendance at a ritual of the occult. She was 
determined to return to the temple for the Wednesday night ceremony. From having read the 
timetable of ceremonies, Miranda was aware that the Wednesday night ceremony was scheduled 
to begin at ten o’ clock at night.  

Miranda came to the voodoo ritual attired in a full enveloping black garment with her head 
veiled along with all the other congregants in attendance. Following her intrusion into the private 
life of Carmen Porte, Miranda only discovered the dress code for the Wednesday night 
ceremony, after returning to the temple for a brief period where she read through the rules and 
regulations of the Order of Aristae. She barely managed to find the garments she needed before 
the shops closed at six o’clock. With a careful gaze around the temple that did not elicit any 
suspicions among the congregation, she noticed one significant difference from the last ritual that 
took place. Previously, not a single coffin could be seen. To her astonishment, Miranda counted 
at least nine coffins with three among the congregation and another six around the altar. Each 
coffin had the symbol of the Order of Aristae on it. After a bell rang, everyone stood up. The bell 
caused Miranda to feel dizzy as it vibrated so strongly that its’ sound was reverberating in her 
ears. Despite her dizziness, she was able to hide the way she felt by keeping herself in an upright 
position where she held onto a rail to her left.  
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The sight of the priest made her feel even more uncomfortable. He was leading a small parade of 
boys clad in black garments. Two boys behind him were carrying a coffin twice as large as the 
others. Behind them were a dozen boys carrying lamps and another one holding an incense 
burner. The incense slowly spread itself across the temple. After the priest ascended the altar, the 
rest of the congregation chanted in that dialect Miranda could not understand. Miranda 
immediately bowed her head down and pretended to read through a book of the Order of Aristae 
while her eyes were closed. Miranda was too afraid to open her eyes as her instincts were telling 
her not to look at any of the people around her while she still felt dizzy. Without any warning, 
she heard what sounded like a loud thump as if something fell to the ground. Despite this sound, 
the chanting continued unabated. Miranda opened her right eye and took a look around the parts 
of the temple within her range of vision. She saw the body of a man lying down unconscious. 
Not a single person paid any attention to him. She took a look at the sanctuary and the priest was 
nowhere to be seen. Instead of the priest, she saw the teenage boys gathering in a circle around 
the large coffin. Suddenly, the chanting stopped. The door of the coffin opened up and the priest 
came out of it. He held a living rat in his hands which appeared to be completely under his 
psychological control as its’ body stood still while its’ head looked around the temple. 

On the next day, Miranda attempted to hack the database of the Order of Aristae but was 
unsuccessful as a result of Etienne’s refusal to cooperate with her on that matter. She attempted 
to interview congregants from the temple at Gonaives but nobody was willing to provide her 
with any of the answers that she sought to find. She was finally left with no other option but to 
conduct research into the family history of Carmen Porte. The National Haitian Database 
revealed to her that she was a widow who had an only son whose name was Eldritch. He was 
reported to have died on Friday September 9 2005. The cause of Death was listed as suicide. 
Miranda went to the National Library of Port-au-Prince and checked the archives for the Haitian 
Times to an edition that was dated to Saturday September 10 2005. On page eleven of this 
newspaper, there was a brief article about a teenage boy called Eldritch Porte who committed 
suicide by jumping off a bridge.  

The article simple stated that Porte felt like an outcast in society and chose suicide as a means of 
ending his miseries. There was no mention of the Order of Aristae. When Miranda arrived home 
that night, Etienne was not his usual self. He spent his time playing a video game called 
Apocalypse Rising and was not interested in engaging in any conversation. Miranda went to bed 
with a view that she was no longer relevant in Etienne’s life. On Friday morning, Miranda finally 
had enough of Etienne’s stubbornness. She needed to know why he showed such a lack of 
interest in attempting to find out the truth regarding Professor Zola’s disappearance. His refusal 
to accompany her on her expedition to Gonaives was the major factor that made Miranda feel 
irritable. After finishing her breakfast and having a shower, Etienne was still in bed without any 
desire to get up. Miranda removed the bed sheets off Etienne’s torso and wriggled his shoulders 
with both of her hands. He responded by barely opening his eyes.  

“Come on, it’s almost ten o’ clock. Aren’t you going to wake up?” 
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“I’m too tired.” 

“You’re not tired. You’re simply being lazy.” 

“Come back in an hour. I’ll be ready then.” 

“I’m not going away. I need answers.” 

“Regarding the Professor?” 

“Yes.” 

“Forget about him. We’re not going to find him.” 

Miranda responded by grabbing her own pillow and hitting Etienne over the head with it. She 
tried to hit him a second time but he grabbed hold of the pillow as the second attempt at a blow 
missed and wrestled the pillow away from her. Anger was still evident on Miranda’s face as she 
looked at Etienne. 

“You’ve got a lot of nerve to be disrespecting the one who helped you so much.” 

“Settle down. I’m only trying to be realistic.” 

“You’re not being realistic. You’re simply being evasive.” 

“How am I being evasive?”  

“You don’t want to admit the truth about you and the Professor?” 

“What are you going on about?” 

“I went to a few rituals of the Order of Aristae. The same order that you and the Professor belong 
to.” 

Etienne quickly hopped out of bed and locked himself in the bathroom. Miranda knocked on the 
door but there was no answer. She knocked again but the result was the same.  

“If you decide to change your mind, I’ll be in the lounge room.” 

After entering the lounge room, Miranda looked through a photocopy she made of a 2005 article 
from the Haitian Times. As she thought very carefully about the article, the only part of it which 
seemed to have any link to her own experience regarding the Order of Aristae was the line which 
referred to Eldritch Porte as having considered himself to be an outcast in society. Thinking back 
to her own experience at the Wednesday night ceremony, Miranda recalled how she felt like an 
outcast. She also remembered the content of the letter that Jean Hollandaise addressed to Carmen 
Porte. As the experience of that last ritual, the letter to Carmen and the suicide of her son were 
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contrasted together, Miranda was leaning to a strong assumption that Eldritch had probably been 
excommunicated from the Order of Aristae. Etienne suddenly appeared in the lounge  room. 

“I’ve been having second thoughts about this. As a member of the Order of Aristae, I’m required 
to fulfill a vow of silence in regard to our organization but things have changed. I’m starting to 
have concerns about the Professor. He’s not a member of the Order and doesn’t have the 
protection that we have.” 

“What do you mean? I checked his database. He’s an ordained priest of the Order of Aristae.” 

“He’s an ordained priest but he’s no longer a member of the order. He left us several years ago.” 

“Why did he leave?” 

“He left because he continually clashed with Jean Hollandaise, the head of the Order. I don’t 
know what the circumstances were but they clashed in a bad way.” 

“Do you know the year in which he left?” 

“It was ten years ago.” 

“I’m probably asking too much but I’ll ask you any way. Would you possibly have a rough idea 
of when he left the order?” 

“I still remember the date. It was Friday September 9 2005.” 

Miranda handed her photocopy of a 2005 article from the Haitian Times to Etienne. He looked at 
it with a sense of familiarity. A part of him felt like revealing a connection between Eldricht's 
death and Professor Zola’s departure from the Order of Aristae but the pain which he 
experienced from the past was too much for him. He simply looked at Miranda without uttering a 
word. 

Later in the day, Etienne started to open up about his knowledge of certain secrets of the Order 
of Aristae. He revealed to Miranda that Jean Hollandaise was the only priest who performed 
ceremonies at Aristae Temple and was the only one who could make a living rat appear from 
nowhere in the presence of other people. He also revealed to Miranda the sole means of finding 
the whereabouts of Professor Zola. One of the occult practices of the Order of Aristae was 
locating a living person either through a sample of hair, a finger or toe nails or blood. Etienne 
and Miranda made their way into an art gallery at Delacroix Art School and proceeded to an 
abstract painting that was done by Professor Zola. It was entitled The Universe of Belief and 
consisted of various substances that were glued onto a canvas such as leaves, seaweed, vines and 
human hair that belonged to Professor Zola. In the section that contained human hair, some of 
the hair consisted of certain strands which were partially glued and partially extending outward 
from the canvas. When nobody else in the gallery was looking, Etienne cut off one of the strands 
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that was available and placed it in a glass bottle. Etienne and Miranda went to a section of a 
courtyard where nobody else was present. 

“Before today, I was very evasive. Many secrets were hidden. This is no longer the case because 
I no longer feel bound to the vow of silence. From now onwards, I won’t be hiding anything 
from you.” 

“Now I can work out what you did every Friday night. You were going to the Friday night rituals 
of your order.” 

“Yes, that’s true but I won’t going to the temple tonight. We have to find the Professor.” 

“I’m still skeptical about the method you’re using to find him. How can a single strand of hair be 
potent enough to locate the whereabouts of a human being? 

“Trust me, this works. Tonight, we’ll be going to the sewer. From there, we will track the 
location of the Professor.” 

Etienne and Miranda returned to the section of the sewer where the coffin was located at a few 
minutes close to midnight with a single lamp being the only source of light which they could use. 
Etienne carried a large bag of items which included a crystal ball, several charms, a gun, a jar 
containing a strand of hair and a smaller bag of powder. Etienne held out the crystal ball in front 
of him and chanted in the dialect of the Order of Aristae. He closed his eyes and the chants 
became even louder. He continued chanting for several minutes as sweat fell down his forehead. 
Suddenly, the image of a black stick appeared inside the crystal ball. One end of the stick had a 
red tip which glowed. Etienne stopped chanting and opened his eyes. He placed the jar directly 
below the crystal ball. In a matter of seconds, the red tip of the stick inside the crystal ball 
pointed westward. 

“This crystal ball will be our compass.” 

“Are you sure this will work?” 

“Yes, it’s worked for me in the past. It will work for me again. Before we go to our destination, 
I’m warning you that this could be dangerous. If the ones who took the Professor are from my 
order, their power could be greater than mine. As a precaution, we need to be prepared for a 
scenario where we would have to flee immediately without the guidance of the crystal ball.” 

“What kind of plan do you have in mind? 

Etienne took out the bag of powder and handed it to Miranda. “As we walk along, you need to 
scatter the flour on the ground. It will give us a direct path back to the coffin. If we can enter the 
coffin with my charms, no one will be able to harms us.” 

“How can you be sure that the coffin can have that kind of power?” 
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“I know its’ level of power. The Professor was the one who brought it there.” 

Etienne started following the direction of the crystal ball as Miranda sprinkled flour behind them. 
Etienne knew that the powder would be an effective means of finding their way back to the 
coffin as the continued effects of the drought were a guarantee that a path created by flour would 
not vanish on this night. After only seven minutes of walking through various tunnels, the stick 
in the crystal ball was pointing upwards as Miranda and Etienne reached the foot of a ladder. 
Miranda put the bag of flour in her handbag while Etienne placed the crystal ball and the jar in 
his large bag and took out a gun which he put in one of his cargo pants. He led the way as 
Miranda followed him up the ladder. When they reached the top, a man hole was directly above 
their heads. Etienne managed to pull it out. The two of them pulled themselves up into what 
appeared to be a storage room which was filled with many containers of food. Etienne was 
immediately familiar with one of the food containers. It was filled with prawns that were 
marinated in a rich green sauce with a label which read Coriander Prawns.  

“I already know where we are.” Etienne said in a low voice. 

“Where are we?” 

“We’re at the Spicy Octopus Seafood Restaurant. I know the owner of this place.” 

“What’s his name?” 

“His name is Pierre Ladue. He knew the Professor very well.” Etienne was shaking his head in 
disbelief. “He’s also a former member of the Order of Aristae.”  

Etienne took out his crystal ball and jar. Placing the jar below the crystal ball, Etienne chanted a 
few words. An arrow appeared in the crystal ball and pointed toward the solitary door in the 
storage room. From there Miranda and Etienne made their way through a corridor and into 
another room where the arrow of the crystal ball pointed downward at a rug. Etienne removed 
the rug to discover a trap door which he opened up. There was complete darkness below the feet 
of Miranda and Etienne. Etienne took out a torch and led Miranda down a flight of stairs. 
Probing the torch around the room, Etienne could see a wide variety of weapons such as swords, 
knives and machetes and instruments of the occult such as voodoo dolls and charms.  

The arrow of the crystal ball pointed toward a door that was near to a collection of machetes. 
Opening the door, Etienne flashed his torch around the room to discover the body of a man lying 
down on the floor with his back facing Miranda and Etienne. The man’s mouth was gagged with 
a cloth while both his hands and feet were tied up. The man was lying down in an area of the 
floor that was distinguished by a three dimensional triangle of green light that encompassed the 
full length of the man’s body. Reaching the other side of the man, Etienne immediately 
recognized who it was. It was Professor Zola. He appeared to be asleep. As Miranda reached the 
other side of Professor Zola, she was dismayed by his appearance. His face was lacerated with 
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cuts and bruises. Miranda was about to reach over and touch Professor Zola but Etienne held her 
back. 

“Don’t touch him, you’ll activate an alarm.” 

“An alarm?” 

“Yes, the triangle is an alarm powered by magic. If you touch the Professor, a second three 
dimensional triangle will form around him and alert others about our presence.” 

“If that’s the case, we’ve got no chance of rescuing him.” 

“I can wake him up. If we can talk to him, we can probably get him out of here.” 

Etienne took out his miniature mummy charm and held it out to Professor Zola. An aura of light 
surrounded the charm and proceeded to the head of Professor Zola. The gag around his mouth 
was magically removed as he opened his eyes. In a matter of seconds, he was fully awake and 
looked at Etienne and Miranda in astonishment.  

“How did you make it here?” 

“I used a search technique that you taught me years ago. It worked. We’re here to rescue you.” 

“You can’t do it. Leave now. You can ring the police when you’re out of here.” 

“We can’t leave you behind. All you need to do is get out of the triangle without our assistance. 
My charm can untie the knots on your hands and feet.” 

“That isn’t possible. I’ve got an electronic tracking device around my wrist. If I leave the 
triangle, the tracking device will immediately notify Pierre Ladue of where I am.” Professor Zola 
turned his attention to Miranda. “It’s a relief to see you again. It’s such a shame that we’re 
reunited under these circumstances.” 

 “What did he do to you?” Miranda asked. 

“He’s been torturing me.” 

“Why?” 

“He wants to release the worst possible curse he can upon his enemies but I’m refusing to 
cooperate with him. You need to leave now.” 

“O.K.,” Miranda said. 

“We’ll ring the police as soon as we’re out of here.” Etienne said. 
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Miranda and Etienne exchanged farewells with the Professor as they left him. As Etienne opened 
the door into another room, he saw another three dimensional triangle superimpose itself upon 
the other one from the corner of his eye. It immediately became clear to him that the alarm had 
been activated through a mechanism that he was unaware of. He took out a gun from his holster.  

“We’ve got to run.” 

From that room to another room, Miranda and Etienne raced up a flight of stairs and past a trap 
door into another room where they saw another man staring directly at them. Etienne 
immediately recognized who it was. It was Pierre Ladue. Etienne pointed his gun at him as 
Ladue appeared to be expressionless. 

“Are you going to kill me?” 

“It depends on whether you come forward or not. If you stay where you are, I won’t shoot. Just 
let us leave.” 

Ladue responded by closing his eyes and chanting in the dialect of the Order of Aristae as 
Etienne and Miranda made their way to the door. Etienne tried to open it but the door was 
locked. He looked toward Ladue who was remained still as the he chanted with his eyes closed. 
Suddenly, Etienne’s gun was shaking in his hand. Without warning, the steel of the point of the 
gun extended out and tied itself up into a knot. Etienne dropped his gun on the ground as Ladue 
opened his eyes. 

“You have no means of escape. You’re trapped.” Ladue said. 

“What are you going to do to us?” Etienne asked. 

“I’ll torture you and rape that bitch.” 

Etienne immediately lunged at Ladue, attempting to grab hold of him but was hit with an 
uppercut he did not see and fell to the ground in a dazed state. Ladue stood over Etienne with a 
smile on his face while Miranda was too scared to come forward. Ladue stretched his right arm 
out and chanted a few words. Not long afterwards, the fallen gun rose up into the air and into one 
of Ladue’s hands. Ladue took a step back so he could gain a better view of both Miranda and 
Etienne. He took out a snake shaped charm and rubbed it against the point of the gun. As this 
happened, the point of the gun magically untied itself. With Etienne still unable to clear his 
senses, Ladue pointed the gun down at him.  

As Ladue was about to fire the gun, Miranda dropped her handbag and charged at him, striking 
him in the hips with her shoulder and tackling him to the ground. As this happened, Ladue 
dropped the gun on the floor. Thinking quickly, Miranda took out one of her cylindrical 
container s of ground ochre, opened it and emptied ochre dust into Ladue’s eyes as he was about 
to grab hold of her. Ladue was rubbing both of his eyes with his hands as he continually 
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screamed out the word ‘bitch’. As Ladue lifted himself up, he stretched out his arms in an 
attempt to locate Miranda but his face was hit with a ceramic vase. Ladue fell to the ground 
again with a mess of broken pottery, water and flowers around him. Miranda searched Ladue’s 
pockets, found a set of keys and then knelt down beside Etienne. She tapped him on the cheek 
and woke him up. 

“We have to go now.” 

“Do you have keys?” 

“Yes.”  

Miranda held the keys out in front of her. She helped Etienne lift himself up as they made their 
way to the door. Opening the door, they proceeded down a corridor and back into the refrigerated 
storage room that they first came into. Several minutes later, they were back in the section of the 
sewer where the coffin was standing upright in its’ usual position. With an expression of 
dizziness still remaining on his face, Etienne let himself go from Miranda’s grip and sat down on 
the ground. 

“I need to rest. I still haven’t recovered from that punch.” 

“We can’t rest, we have to keep going?” 

“Why?” 

“I made a mistake, I didn’t tie Ladue up after knocking him out.” 

Etienne covered his head in frustration. “Oh no, oh no.” He looked at Miranda with a gloomy 
expression on his face. “You can’t tie up a guy like that. If he can twist metal, he can do so much 
more with a rope. He’ll be coming for us very soon. Did you take the gun from him?” 

“No, I forgot to take it.” 

“Oh no.” Etienne covered his face again temporarily before removing his hands. “He’s going to 
use that gun on us.” 

“Do you have any ideas as to what we can do?” 

Etienne took out his mummy shaped charm from one of his pockets and handed it to Miranda. 
“One by one, the two of us will go into that coffin. You will go first. After you enter the coffin, 
say the words ‘euripi curate’ once and then move the charm around three times. From then 
onwards, the coffin will give you complete protection. I will do the same thing after you. After 
that, we will both be protected.” 

Reaching the coffin, Miranda was the first one to enter into it with the mummy charm in her 
hand. She said the words that were requested of her by Etienne and moved the charm around 
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three times. After doing this, she felt a supernatural force surrounding her that was invisible to 
her eyes. She opened the door to let Etienne inside and witnessed something tragic in a split 
second. The sight of a bullet going through Etienne’s head, caused Miranda to tremble. In her 
state of panic, she immediately closed the door as the sound of footsteps could be heard. Her 
heart was beating faster as she was filled with regret over the mistakes that she made. Before she 
could come to grips with her troubled emotional state, she could feel the force of a hand 
attempting to wrench the door of the coffin open without any success. 

“You bitch, you stupid bitch.” 

“You can’t get in. Just leave me alone.” 

“I won’t be leaving you until I get the chance to rape you.” 

Ladue’s fists were coming down on the coffin door while Miranda attempted to properly grasp 
the situation she was in. Although the sound of the fists was loud almost like the sound of a 
hammer hitting wood, there were no vibrations from the inside of the coffin. In her own 
observation of what was happening, Miranda remained silent, hoping for a chance of escape. As 
Miranda tried to contemplate any possible options available for her, an attempt was made by 
Ladue to tip the coffin over from one side but it barely moved. This was followed by hammering 
against the coffin once again without any effect. A few minutes later the sound of the fists was 
replaced with the sound of footsteps walking away from the coffin. An idea came to Miranda’s 
head. While holding the mummy charm in one hand, she used her other hand to take out a jar of 
perfume from her handbag and open it up. She opened the door of the coffin very slightly to see 
Ladue walking away. Stretching her hand out, she poured perfume on the ground. As this 
happened, she saw Ladue turn around to notice her. In a split second, she closed the door while 
Ladue charged at her. She said the words ‘euripi curate’ and moved the charm around three times 
very quickly before an attempt was made by Ladue to open the door without any success.  

A pounding of fists and screams of the word ‘bitch’ were echoing through the sewer. With the 
smell of the perfume extending outside the range of Ladue, he took a look through the corner of 
his eye to see a horde of rats moving in his direction. The rats paid no attention to the corpse of 
Etienne. Their attention was solely directed to Ladue. The glow in the eyes of each rat, instilled 
fear into Ladue. He could sense a presence of evil in them that was beyond his comprehension. 
Without thinking, he took out his gun and fired a few shots. They all missed their targets. The 
rats responded to this by running at him with a level of speed he had never seen before. He 
reloaded his gun and attempted to fire again. It was too late. The rats jumped into the air, landing 
on his body and taking him down. He could feel the fangs of rats biting into his face, his arms 
and every other part of his body. He simply screamed out in agony as his body wriggled 
helplessly on the ground. 
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Miranda simply stood outside the magical triangle wondering what to do. It was an horrendously 
stressful situation for her as she felt helpless in her attempts to free Professor Zola with him 
laying the ground with his eyes closed.  She previously made several attempts to break the 
double triangle with weapons such as clubs or machetes but the triangle seemed to be 
impenetrable. Despite the hopelessness of her situation, Miranda was determined to persevere in 
her resolve to free Professor Zola. She thought back to Etienne and what he would do in a 
situation of this nature. He would probably use a charm. She took out the mummy charm from 
one of her pockets and uttered the words ‘euripi curate’. Looking at the triangle, she noticed how 
its’ light was becoming paler. Miranda continued saying the words associated with the charm 
until the double triangle disappeared. Approaching Professor Zola, she placed two fingers on his 
neck to feel his pulse. He was alive. She gently rubbed his shoulder and Professor Zola awoke.  

“Miranda, you’re back”. He took a look around the room and himself. “You’ve freed me, you’re 
amazing.” They hugged each other. 

“Yes, I was determined to rescue you and I did.” 

“Where’s Etienne?” 

“He’s dead. Ladue killed him.” Professor Zola bowed his head down in sadness before looking 
back at Miranda.  

“What happened to Ladue?” 

“The sewer rats killed him. Are you ready to go?” 

“Yes.”  

From Ladue’s residence, Professor Zola and Miranda travelled through the sewer with a 
flashlight illuminating their way. Upon reaching the area where the coffin was standing, 
Professor Zola looked at the coffin with a strong sense of satisfaction. Its significance and the 
importance associated with it were as strong as ever. Thinking back to the day when the coffin 
was successfully carried by Etienne, himself and Carmen and her son Eldritch into the sewer, 
Professor Zola knew that he had an obligation to explain the importance of the coffin’s position 
in the sewer. Approaching the coffin, he opened up the door and looked back at Miranda. 

“It’s time to give you an explanation of why this coffin is here but before I do that, I’ll need to 
give you background information. I used to be a member of a sect within the Voodoo religion 
known as the Order of Aristae. The Order of Aristae is governed according to the Triangle of 
Aristae which has four levels, the gold level, the silver level, the bronze level and the grey level. 
Jean Hollandaise, the high priest of this order, governs the Order of Aristae according to the 
standard of this triangle. The four levels are a ranking of each one’s performance in the magical 
arts in descending order from the gold level down to the grey level. I was one of the few who 
made the ranks of the gold level. Only those in the gold level are given the privilege of having 
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important secrets revealed to them by Hollandaise. One day, Hollandaise revealed to the 
members of the gold order a secret plan to release a demon called Pantheon from the nether 
world to this world through the portal of this same coffin. Hollandaise and Pantheon had been in 
contact with each other for more than a year and reached an agreement that they would rule the 
world and share power with each other.  

“All the members of the gold order except me were committed to bringing Pantheon to this 
world. As I was alarmed at this threat, I asked for assistance from three members of the bronze 
level, Etienne, Carmen Porte and her deceased son, Eldritch. Hollandaise had already revealed to 
me that the coffin was the solitary portal that could bring Pantheon to this world and was only 
capable of working as a portal when it is above the surface of the earth. In the early hours of the 
morning, Etienne, Carmen, Eldritch and I took the coffin to this sewer. Although Eldritch was 
only of the bronze level, he was a teenager and excelling quickly in the magical arts. I entrusted 
him with the duty of performing the ritual that would make it impossible for the coffin to be 
removed from its’ current position while the rest of us stayed a good distance away from the 
coffin. As this ritual was taking place, Hollandaise was able to see Eldritch and the coffin 
through a crystal ball.  

“On that same day, Hollandaise and his henchmen managed to capture Eldritch. They tortured 
him in an attempt to find out the identities of the people who assisted him in bringing the coffin 
to this sewer but he refused to cooperate with them. In the afternoon of that same day, 
Hollandaise used a voodoo doll to control the actions of Eldritch in such a way that he walked to 
a bridge against his own will and jumped down to his death. From that day onwards, I left the 
Order of Aristae and never came back. Etienne and Carmen were going to leave the Order of 
Aristae also but Hollandaise tricked them into believing that he had the soul of Eldritch confined 
in a glass container. He blackmailed them into staying in the order by threatening to kill 
Eldritch’s soul. As a result of what happened, Etienne and Carmen became distant with me. 
Carmen has been distant with me ever since then.” Professor Zola said. 

“How can you be sure that Hollandaise doesn’t have the soul of Eldritch?” 

“I’ve worked with that glass container before. It doesn’t have the power to communicate with 
souls from the nether world. Only a glass container with the power of ethereal communication 
has the power to hold a soul inside it.” 

“You said that Ladue kidnapped you to bring curses upon his enemies. He could have chosen 
other people. 

“Only members and former members of the Order of Aristae at the gold level can bring the worst 
kind of curses upon another person. After Ladue’s expulsion from the order, it would have been 
too dangerous for him to have kidnapped a current member. Fearing possible retribution from 
Hollandaise if he interfered with a member of the gold level, Ladue chose to kidnap me. Do you 
have any idea where Etienne would be?” 
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“He’s over there.” 

Miranda pointed toward the right of the coffin where a corpse was lying on the ground beside a 
conduit. It was that of Etienne. Professor Zola pointed the flash light on Etienne. Miranda knelt 
down beside him and held onto his hand. Although he was physically dead, Miranda held onto a 
resolve that his soul was still alive in a location unknown to her. As her hand firmly gripped that 
of Etienne, she was convinced that she would be reunited with him one day in another world. 
Professor Zola took the flash light away from Etienne and pointed it in various directions until he 
saw a sight that froze him for several seconds. It was a skeleton with all of its’ clothes removed, 
including its’ shoes. The skeleton was covered in a pool of blood with no sign of any flesh, skin 
or sinews remaining on it. As Professor Zola thought about this very carefully, he realized that 
Ladue ended up suffering the same fate that he intended to inflict upon his enemies. 
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